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ERC team of INS2I

- Initiated by Christian Jutten in summer 2012

- A team of scientists (about 45 people)
  - ERC awardees, mainly in PE6 and PE7
  - Former members of ERC panels, mainly PE 6 and PE7
  - A few punctual experts, especially outside PE6 and PE7

- Main actions
  - Guides for applicants, and for local sponsors
  - Information meetings: for candidates, local sponsors, lab director and team leaders
  - Proofreading by scientists
  - Preparation/rehearsal for the interviews (StG and CoG)
Guides designed by the ERC team

- **Guide for applicants: advices for writing the project**
  - 20-page summary, yearly updated following ERC Work Program
  - Provide basics on ERC project, reviewing, writing advices

- **Guide for reviewers : proofreading like an ERC reviewer!**
  - Information and advices written by former panel members
  - For scientists who would locally support ERC candidates

- **Guide of ERC interview (for Starting and Consolidator)**
  - Description of interview + feedbacks of candidates
  - Document sent to candidates who successfully pass Step 1

- **Documents, written by awardees and former panel members -**
  - sent under request to MC Rousset – Available on INS2I web site
Support for preparing an ERC project

- **Support for writing the project**
  - Complementary with local helps and coaching
  - Focused on scientific proofreading by 2 experts (ERC awardees or former panel members)
  - One expert close to the project + one expert of the panel

- **Preparation for the interview (for Starting et Consolidator)**
  - Rehearsal with awardees and former member of panels
  - Strictly following the sequence of the ERC interview
  - Video recording of the rehearsal given to each candidate
Contacting the ERC team

- Email contact: marie-christine.rousset@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr with cc to the lab director and team leader

- Web: intranet du CNRS / Instituts / INS2I/ Cellule ERC
  https://intranet.cnrs.fr/instituts/ins2i/presentation/Pages/Cellule-ERC.aspx

- Next submission deadlines
  - Consolidator 2020: 4 February 2020
  - Advanced 2020: 30 August 2020
  - Starting 2020: middle October 2020
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Any questions?